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for, cleaned and 

maintained to insure 

longevity 

  
 

Blind Effects PTY LTD trading as, Just 

Outdoor Blinds, 38 Longview Court 

Thomastown Victoria 3074 

“Thanks For Choosing 
Xtrack Outdoor Blinds” 

 
 
 
7 Year Manufacturers 
Warranty 

Creating Better Outdoor 

Living For Your Family 

Warranty Will Be Void  if 

product is not correctly 

used, cared for cleaned and 

maintained 

 

 

Xtrack Outdoor 
Blinds 

Xtrack Outdoor 

Blind System 

Contact us at 

1300 704 480 

justoutdoorblinds.com.au 

Xtrack Blinds Are High Quality,  

Easier to Use  

and Maintain. 



  

 

CorrectUse. 
• Take care while operating blinds on windy 

days. If blind stops while being lowered due to 

pressure on the side spline the operator can 

inadvertently cause the sidespline to be pulled 

out of its track.  

• If the blind stops while being lowered it may be 

due to wind creating pressure on the side spline. 

Stop the blind and add some pressure 

downward to lower blind. 

• Watch the blind while being lowered, if the 

blind gets caught on the tracks then stop the 

blind with the remote control. Check the tracks 

to check nothing is preventing the blind being 

lowered such as dirt, dust or grit.  

• Just Outdoor Blinds use the strongest fabrics, 

fixings and extruded aluminium available, the 

operator should ensure blinds are not left down 

in extreme winds. “Blinds are made from fabric 

and extreme winds can cause fixings to snap, 

fabric stretch and tear and tracks to become 

loose from structure” 

 

Cleaning 
• Tracks must be regularly cleaned with soapy water so tracks are free from dirt dust and 

grit. 
• Fabric can be cleaned with a mild detergent, sponge and hosed off with water. 

Lubrication 
• Tracks should be regularly lubricated with silicone spray.  
• Spray tracks top to bottom with silicone, available from Bunnings or other hardware 

stores. Warning Do Not Use an Oil Base Lubricant, it will Damage the Side Spline 
Maintenance 

• If correctly used, cleaned and lubricated Xtrack blinds should be repair free for years to 
come. 

Trouble Shooting 
Side spline has come out of its track.  

1. Remove bottom block from track 
2. Remove screws from track face slide track down as far as possible  
3. Remove top stop dome nut 
4. Raise the blind to its highest position and feed the side spline back into the track 

like a zipper 
5. One back in track lower the blind return track to original position and replace all 

fixings and blocks.  
6. Consult correct use notes to ensure issue does not arise again. 

Adjusting Limits to Motor 
1. Visit Alpha Motors website, download universal motor instructions and follow 

instructions listed.  
2. Reset limits as per instructions making sure you have finalised steps and new limits have 

been finalised. 
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Xtrack Outdoor Blinds 
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